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Abstract
Since the start of the 1990s, the evolution of socio-economic, local and regional factors in western society has placed pedestrians
at the focal point of urban mobility plans until the present-day. This comes over in the many research works conducted in this
area, which evidence the need to lay the foundations of the relation between urban planning and people’s health. Despite many
methodologies being proposed to analyse this relation, those that strike a balance between the pedestrial volume in an area and
its environmental characteristics provide the best results, but start with multivariable models that are not easy to calculate. This
article aims to collect and reduce those variables that significantly affect population movements depending on the study area’s
commercial level. Of all the different existing mathematical models, stepwise linear regression was chosen to do this. Finally, the
present work concludes that connectivity and urban furnishing in prime areas, the presence of bars and offices in secondary areas
and connectivity, residential density and mixed-use zones in tertiary areas are key factors that should be considered when planning
the studied areas in the future.
Keywords
Multiple linear regression analysis, spatial data, commercial characteristics, pedestrian volumes

1. Introduction
In the 1960s, very few authors believed that walkability
was a forgotten means of transport because all studies then
centred on analysing the relation between accessibility to
cities and vehicle use (Handy, 2002). The first reference
made to the importance of pedestrians when developing
cities appears in an article by Jacobs (1961). This author
believed that cities’ vitality depended on population density,
mixed land uses, green areas, connectivity and presence of
buildings.
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Nevertheless, not much attention was paid to these pieces of
evidence until the 1990s when the New Urbanist movement
came into being (Calthorpe, 1993). This current managed to
change the city planning concept it placed pedestrians at the
centre of attention in new urban plans. Today’s need to reduce
pollution in cities means having to maintain the research
that commenced in the 1960s, but by placing an emphasis
on seeking relations between the urban environment and
pedestrian mobility (Sung, 2015). The number of variables
influencing the behaviour of those who walk around streets is
high and hard to predict, and also presents a varied typology.
External regional variables can, however, significantly affect
those people who co-exist in an area, which makes the task
of detecting those significant variables even more difficult.
Consequently, existing relations with the urban environment
are better explained by emphasising from the local point of
view (Feuillet, 2016).
Since 2003, the tendency followed to establish correlations
between urban variables consists in using GIS-based spatial
models. This technology allows a large quantity of data to be
handled that can be used in urban planning, and to predict
how people behave (Anselin, 2006) with a time series.
However, not all variables can be employed in these models
because collinearity exists in some variables (Feuillet,
2016). Therefore, multiple linear regression and principal
component analyses are carried out to reduce significant
variables (Fang, 2019). In these studies, the variance inflation
factor is used as an indicator of collinearity among variables,
and any over a high value are ruled out.
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The literature includes only a few studies that relate the
influence between streets’ commercial level and the number
of pedestrians walking around them. A common fact appears
in them all: the more pedestrians, the more sales (Kumar,
2006). So it is necessary to look into this study in-depth to
establish which variables significantly affect the activity of
commercial areas in cities.

2. Determining the variables that affect
pedestrian mobility
Cervero (1997) introduced the 3Ds concept (diversity,
density and demography) to explain people’s intentions
when taking certain routes to walk or drive along. This author
states that these variables are not easy to measure because
they depend on the space typology, urban patterns, the
interconnection of communication networks, intersections
among streets, etc., and had to introduce new variables like
accessibility and distance to the final trip distance. The first
three variables can be locally characterised, but not the last
two, which are regionally characterised. Giles-Corti (2002)

reasserted this idea, but added that regional parameters lead
to instability, while Cho (2015) specified that population
distribution depends on where job posts are located. If we
bear in mind the reference bibliography, all these variables
can be divided into three main groups:
1.

Regional
urban
environment
variables:
connectivity with means of transport, closeness to
other urban centres and the employment rate stand
out (Cervero, 1997).

2.

Local urban environment variables: including
commercial and residential density, land uses, street
connectivity and obstacles, width and length, among
others (Cerin, 2013).

3.

Individual behaviour: the socio-economic level,
demographic factors, culture, etc. (Frank, 2006).

Figure 1 shows the relation that Cho (2015) proposes
among these groups:

Figure 1 Relation between
local and regional variables.
Source: Cho (2015)

2.1. Regional urban environment variables
Authors like Oakes (2007) analysed populational
movements in accordance with the size of population nuclei
and realised that, if a given area was very dense, pedestrian
volumes moving towards would increase. The same idea
had been previously stated by Saelens (2003), who believed
that it was much simpler to observe people’s movements in
denser areas than places further away from city centres.
A city centre’s activity depends on its connection with other
nearby centres, and their good connectivity is a key factor
for their development (Cervero, 1997). Cho (2014) analysed
which regional variables most affected the way people from
certain cities behaved, and noticed that distance to public
transport stations (train, bus or boat), distance to job posts
and distance to public transport stops were relevant. Handy
(1993) developed the concept of regional accessibility to city
centres (by emphasising job posts) versus local accessibility.

Understanding the relation between regional and local
variables is fundamental because they are closely related
(Naess, 2005). From the macroscale point of view, jointly
analysing the location of districts in relation to city centres,
regional employment distribution, road connections,
regional transport plans and environmental policies with
socio-economic factors, such as age, gender, academic
training, level of income, occupational activity, is an
extremely complex task (Cho, 2015), which was why those
that can be measured locally were previously analysed and
collected: distance to institutions, number of bus lines in the
area, distance to green areas, intersections, employment rate,
number of inhabitants, distance to the nearest bus station and
number of bus stops. Handy (1993) also stated that providing
certain areas of a region with accessibility will involve
more journeys being made, and not only going back and to
from work. Therefore, the authorities should encourage the
aforementioned variables.
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2.2 Local urban environment variables and
their relation to intention to walk
The easiness of taking measurements locally has
encouraged many authors to analyse the relation linking
environmental characteristics and pedestrian volumes.
Nonetheless, the complexity of relating local variables with
people’s behaviour has led existing research lines to jointly
deal with them. A close relation exists between local variables
and density level, existing transport and intention to walk
(Oakes, 2007). On the first of these, Saelens (2003) analysed
the relation between pedestrian volumes in accordance with
residential density, mixed land uses, street connectivity,
walking facilities, aesthetic aspects, safety to move around
and crime, and observed that some of these variables are
subjective. This is why he emphasises socio-economically
characterising the population according to its age, gender,
ethnic group, cultural level, etc.
Until 2009, works measured pedestrian volumes according
to building height, street length and width, footpaths and
their dimensions, and street typology (Ewing, 2009).
However, it is not easy knowing people’s intentions, and
especially how they perceive the environment. Handy
(1996) and Ewing (2001) were responsible for the first
references, whose works included architecture, parking
and visual perceptions, but they quantified qualitative
perceptions based on a panel of experts. Imageability, visual
enclosure, human scale, transparency, complexity, legibility,
linkage and coherence are specified as the eight dimensions
defining human perceptions when walking, of which the first
five are fundamental. Cerin (2013) analysed the way people
perceived environmental variables when walking along
a certain street. Their results indicated that the following
were the most important: presence of people, facilities,
urban furnishing, slope, commercial density and residential
density. The variables to be quantified in the five above-cited
dimensions were specified by Ewing (2013) as follows:
-

Imageability: pedestrian volume, presence of historic
buildings, green areas, restaurant terraces, buildings
without corners, noise level, views, architecture

-

Visual enclosure: left footpath occupancy, right footpath occupancy, view ahead, sky view, signals/lighting
furnishing

-

Human scale: urban furnishing present, ground-floor
premises with windows, height of buildings, trees
present and architecture

-

Transparency: once again ground-floor premises with
windows, level of abandonment, level of occupied
walls on the same side where pedestrians walk

-

Complexity: building density, colour of buildings,
public art, restaurant terraces present
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Street design and presence of buildings in an urban area are
fundamental factors that influence people’s intention to walk
down a given street (Handy, 2008). Yet these perceptions
imply considerable variability in the models that are not
easy to explain (Ewing, 2013). Lee (2017) state that people’s
behaviours and, therefore, pedestrian volumes, differ in
residential and commercial areas, while urban elements most
strongly influence commercial activity. Revitalising streets
involves favouring populational density, mixed land uses
and maintaining historic buildings (Park, 2012).
In short, by taking into account many local research works,
we conclude that commercial density, employment rate,
maintaining urban furnishings and building density (Jacobs,
1961; Salom, 2012; Alho, 2015), along with improvements
to mobility and accessibility (Ewing, 2010), positively
influence the pedestrian volumes moving around a street.
Although few regional studies are found because measuring
this type of variables involves using large databases, they all
justify that the analysis scale strongly impacts the results,
which means that regional variables must also be considered
in the results (Giles-Corti, 2002). Among these variables,
employment rate, which is indirectly measured with
commercial activity, distance to public transport and distance
to train stations (Boarnet, 2008) are the main variables to
bear in mind.
Finally, it is worth stressing that most of the literature has
focused on studying people’s individual behaviour and how
they perceive the environment, which means that the results
of local studies are well-verified. We conclude that intention
to walk along one street or another depends, according to
Reisi (2019), on: availability of crossings and safety, street
width, accessibility, cultural aspects, variety of businesses,
urban furnishings and public transport. These variables
relate to those considered by regional studies.

3. Measuring spatial data in urban
environments
In order to contribute specific measures to allow the
efficient planning of land uses in cities, the research team
proposes a methodology that allows the minimum number
of variables that significantly affect pedestrian volumes in a
given area to be obtained. To this end, a multivariable spatial
regression model was considered (Anselin, 2006) to combine
the calculation methodologies put forward by Song (2007),
Lee (2017) and Fang (2019), and the variables indicated in
points 2 to 4 in the articles by Jacobs (1961), Cervero (1997),
Frank (2006), Cerin (2013), Ewing (2013), Sung (2015) and
Hamidi (2019).
People’s intention to walk is considered to depend on the
commercial street typology, urban characteristics, and social,
morphological and economic factors (Salom, 2012), of which
the first is interesting to study its influence on pedestrian
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volumes (Gómez, 2019; Palomares, 2017). It favoured the
model proposed by our research team to distinguish among
the different existing commercial areas.
The selected zone that was included in the study area
contains more than 14,000 cadastral references, over 750
commercial premises and a mean population density of 384
inhab/km². It also has plenty of economic activity that leads
to pedestrian volumes coming from outside the city inwardly,
and vice versa. Hence such a large quantity of data cannot
be arbitrarily processed, which was why a methodology that
works with spatial data was proposed (Lee, 2017).

wide range of services and low pedestrian volumes.
By bearing all this in mind, the research team proposed
answering these hypotheses:
1.

Which independent variables are to be considered in
the model?

2.

Which variables significantly affect prime, secondary
and tertiary areas?

3.

Do these variables exactly explain the model?

3.1. Characterisation of commercial zones. The
model’s hypothesis

3.2. Study area delimitation

If we consider the articles of Palomares (2017) and Sastre
(2013), different commercial areas can be classified into
prime, secondary or tertiary commercial areas. Therefore,
three groups were defined to include: existing commercial
diversity; administration activities and services rendering;
the appeal of the area. The first considered commercial areas
are prime areas with a high pedestrian volume, many varied
commercial premises, and offices that attend to all types of
public. Their drawbacks tend to be high noise levels, constant
congested traffic at peak times and high pollution rates, which
result from the former. The premises they cover are: high
diversity of shops covering maximum requirements, marked
attraction with a large population or a tourist attraction,
administration services rendering, children’s playgrounds,
public transport stations and areas with leisure activities
or events. These areas are those that public administrations
ultimately pedestrianise (Kumar, 2006).

The city of Cartagena lies in southeast Spain, 48 km
from the city of Murcia and has one of the best ports of
the Mediterranean Sea. On 1 January 2020, it had 216,920
registered inhabitants according to its City Council, and it
covers 558 km². The city’s main activities include those
related to leisure, commerce, administration and businesses.

Secondary areas are located near prime areas, but are
less frequented. So shops are not as varied and there is less
demand, so they tend to have lower employment rates. The
restrictions in such areas are the same as those in prime
areas. Finally, tertiary areas lie further away from prime
areas, are not frequented so much and tend to be consolidated
residential places. These places offer no commercial variety
and come with these premises: not very appealing, not a

Given its maritime port, Cartagena is an eminently tourist
city and its whole urban area is built around this port. In
fact the city’s historic centre is very close to the port, where
its main tourist monuments stand. Consequently, the main
administration buildings and finance offices are found
there. However, the city suburbs are less urbanistic and the
population density is much lower. This was why the city
centre was chosen as the study area (see Figure 2).

Although the work team initially proposed 100 points
corresponding to one measurement per street, they were
increased to 130 after analysing the results. Of these, 30
corresponded to prime areas, 45 to secondary areas and 63
to tertiary areas. To help to easily locate these measurement
points, in Figure 2 red, orange and green denote prime,
secondary and tertiary areas, respectively. In the last two area
types, only one measurement per street was made. In prime
areas, the number of measurements was increased from 11
to 30 (every 300 m) because of the high collinearity among
variables. This is explained below in more detail.
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Figure 2 Study area with
the selected measuring
points. Source: the authors

3.3 Multiple linear regression analysis. Data
collection
In order to analyse the relation among the variables, a
multiple linear regression model was proposed in which
the dependent and independent variables had to be firstly
identified. To select the independent variables, the articles
by Cervero (1997), Cerin (2013), Frank (2006), Jacobs
(1961) and Sung (2015) were taken into account, which
offer very different results and many variables. Nonetheless,
collinearity exists among many of them, which means
having to perform a VIF analysis (Lee, 2017) to rule out
those variables with an index over 10.

It was necessary to introduce the commercial sector type
into the independent variables to know the influence that
pedestrian volume had on them. To do so, we used the shop
classification contemplated by Muñuzuri (2016) as follows:
Sector 1 with chemists and perfume shops; Sector 2 with
technical services; Sector 3 with offices and restaurants;
Sector 4 with hotels, clothes shops, jewellers and warehouses;
Sector 5 with food.

The difficulty with this analysis lies in data collection
because it depends on the type of variable considered
(qualitative or quantitative). This means having to measure
pedestrian volumes and street characteristics manually from

Monday to Friday between 8 am and 6 pm. Nonetheless,
commercial density, the connectivity group variables
and street characteristics require following other reliable
measuring techniques that indicate up-to-date data. So we
employed GIS-based spatial data. Bearing this in mind, the
work team decided to use the Goolzoom website with access
to the Ministry of the Exchequer database. By considering the
defined study area, more than 14,000 urban references were
obtained from this application. They provide many urban
data, including those herein defined. All these data were
grouped into streets to reduce the number of independent
variables. The urban references of those streets with more
than one measuring point were divided into blocks of
numbers and were averaged to obtain the measuring points
considered in the mathematical model. Table 1 includes all
the variables and those in bold were valid for this analysis.

We can see that not all the variables were quantitative
(crossings, urban furnishing, slopes, footpaths), so it was
necessary to use Likert scales to measure them. We opted
to conduct street surveys at all the measuring points. If there
were no pedestrians at some measuring points, research team
members completed surveys themselves. Scores from 1 to
4were given to each variable, but scales from 1 to 5 could
have been used. Part of these qualitative data was taken from
former works conducted in Cartagena (Ros, 2016).
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Table 1 The considered
independent variables

The other quantitative variables were obtained from the
Goolzoom website, as previously mentioned. We chose
this tool because it provides lots of data simply that can be
exported to any spreadsheet in a short time. Goolzoom was
selected in the study area, and measurement points were
placed by downloading a series of numerical data that had
to be filtered and adapted to the model. The downloaded
database distinguished between urban and commercial
cadastral references or, within them, the commerce typology.
They have related variables like surface area, number of
floors, age, number of dwellings, registered inhabitants,

economic level, level of education, etc.
The variables length, slopes, width, distance to green areas
or public means of transport were manually applied, as were
pedestrian volume, number of closed businesses and the
classification of the commerces from Sectors 1 to 5 (Gómez,
2019). Finally, the employment rate was obtained with the
data obtained from the Cartagena City Council, which were
indicated per street. Figure 3 illustrates the measurements
taken of premises according to street type.

Figure 3 Measurement
of businesses per sector.
Source: the authors

Of all the valid variables, pedestrian volume was selected
as the dependent variable, just as most reference articles
confirmed (Lee, 2017; Cho, 2015; Pikora, 2003; Cerin,
2013; Feuillet, 2016), and also because its measurement is
easy in practice. Before running the regression analysis, it
was necessary to check that all the model’s variables met
the linearity, normality, homogeneity, homoscedasticity and
independence hypotheses. We had to perform a descriptive
analysis with them all to decide if it was necessary to apply
numerical transformation or not and to reduce asymmetry.
The dependient variable, number of buildings and number of
dwellings required logarithmic transformation.
The main difficulty in selecting a mathematical model
is because a vast amount of data must be processed, and
correlating subjective and objective variables is not easy

as pedestrians’ behaviour is hard to predict. Feuillet (2016)
considered that the effects between the environmental and
pedestrian volume variables can be better seen on the local
scale as well-established behaviour patterns exist locally. So
in the literature, a tendency comes over to use multivariable
spatial models where local variables predominate (Anselin,
2006). Stepwise (Lee, 2017) or principle component analysis
methods (Song, 2007) are employed to reduce the number of
variables. Our research team opted for the stepwise method.
The three stepwise linear regression methods include:
-

Ascending method: it groups those variables with the
lowest p-value. Once aggregated, the variable is never
eliminated. The process is repeated until the correlation
coefficient improves or remains constant
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-

-

Descending method: this method is followed in the
opposite way to the previous method. It begins with
all the variables and those with the highest p-value are
eliminated. No variable can be re-introduced into the
model once eliminated. The process is repeated
until the correlation coefficient improves or
remains constant
Ascending-descending method: it combines both
methods, and introduces into or eliminates variables
from the model. To do so, how the model’s correlation
coefficient varies is analysed. The Akaike information
criterion values related to the model’s exactness are
also analysed.

By considering all this, the selected multivariable
regression model was the following (Anselín, 2016; Lee,
2017):

Log (pedestrian volume) = β0 + β1 (socio-economic)
+ β2 (density) + β3 (street design) + β4 (connectivity) +
β5 (building)

Table 2 Results

(1)

4. Results
The proposed methodology gives very different results
depending on the hour of day in which the pedestrian flow
measurement is made, so the measurements have been made
in those time periods where greater pedestrian traffic has
been observed. Also, we can remark that in previous studies
(Ros et al., 2016) the main activity occurs in the mornings.
To measure those variables that cannot be traced by the
GoolZoom app (pedestrian flow, number of bus stops,
number of closed shops, crossings, street furniture, slopes,
distance to institutions, distance to green areas and distance
to public transport) a mobile app based on Android has been
used and has been used by the research team in previous
studies called ContaThings (Gómez et al, 2020). This simple
application has been customized for new measurement
requirements and after measurements have been made the
results have been exported to a csv file.
Having applied the proposed methodology, the results
obtained after running a stepwise linear regression
method are provided in Table 2 (Lee, 2017), as well as the
R2 value for the model’s fit. To show the model’s
exactness, the Snedecor F-value, their significance, the
Akaike information criterion and correlation coefficient
values were collected as some authors point out (Song,
2007). So, the research team has chosen to use these
coefficients in order to explain the model’s significance.
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5. Analysing the regression model
results

increasing the sample or using other models like a principle
component analysis in prime areas (Song, 2007).

It is essential to reduce those variables that do not
significantly influence in pedestrian flows, as reflected in
the reference literature. Having focused on the quantitative
variables’ analysis, the high level of results’ redundance
determine that the models obtained are imprecise and very
difficult to implement (Anselín, 2006; Song, 2007). The
number of variables is high in all the articles analyzed, so
the interpretation of the correlation coefficients gives results
that are difficult to transmit to the administrations and,
consequently, urban modifications are delayed. The proposed
methodology allows obtaining the minimum number of
variables that affect urban flows in a significant manner. And
in a simple way and following a work procedure that is easy
to reproduce by any technical team responsible in charge of
urban planning of the city.

Our work team realised that when a single measurement
point was taken in prime areas, it gave models whose
significance exceeded 0.05 and, therefore, the model did
not explain the dependent variable. However, the proposed
methodology allowed data to be grouped into intervals of
100 m, 75 m and 50 m which, in turn, allowed the number of
measurement points to increase. After several attempts, we
reached the conclusion that a minimum 50-metre distance
made the prime streets model explanatory.

On the contrary, numerous authors have studied, from
a qualitative point of view, those variables that encourage
walking, gathering the people’ needs and requirements. The
qualitative models obtained are very difficult to implement
due to the numerous dependent variables among them
(Saelens, 2003). In no qualitative and quantitative analysis
mentioned we can’t find any reference to the commercial
level of the streets, and the importance of these in the
intention of walking. The methodology proposed by the
research team deepens the developed research carried out at
present by establishing a simple work procedure in order to
obtain those variables that significantly influence pedestrian
flows depending on the commercial level of the streets
(prime, secondary and tertiary).
According to the obtained results, the stepwise linear
regression model reduced the number of significant variables
in all cases, which justified the redundance of the variables
discussed earlier (Song, 2007). Of the three linear models
proposed in all the commercial areas, the reliability of the
results was, at least, 52.9%, and the tertiary area gave the best
fit (R2 = 68.3%). Conversely, the secondary area obtained a
worse fit because of the variability of the existing data. By
analysing each model’s degree of significance, that applied
to the tertiary area gave the most reliable results because
the associated p-value was the lowest of the three models.
However, the prime area was the least reliable because its
p-value came close to 0.05.
By individually analyzing the variables in each model,
the relation between commercial and pedestrian activity
was non-significant, unlike distance to public transport,
distance to green areas, urban furnishings and number of
bus lines/bus stops in the area because of their high degree
of correlation, which confirms what Kumar investigated
(2006). It was noteworthy how presence of obstacles and
crossings negatively affected the model. Thus we emphasise
modifying the linear regression model’s parameters,

The data variability in the secondary area was wide and,
therefore, the model considered more variables. However,
all the models’ degrees of significance came close to 0,
which means a strong influence on the dependent variable.
We stress that the results revealed that urban furnishing,
many crossroads and the presence of closed businesses were
variables that negatively impacted the number of pedestrians
on streets (Feuillet, 2016). Conversely, the sector with
restaurants and offices, and administration buildings, were
predominating factors for these streets’ vitality.
Finally, the most marked reduction in variables took place
in the tertiary area, where five variables were considered.
These results confirm those reported by Cho (2015), who
concluded that a positive relation appeared among residential
density, transport and pedestrian volume. Thus improving
public transport would be ideal to encourage pedestrian
volume. Street dimensions are also important because
areas with parking, green areas and services also positively
influence pedestrians’ intentions to walk along tertiary streets
(Pikora, 2003). For the commercial level, as no significant
relation was found with the dependent variable, we can state
that these areas cannot guarantee some businesses being
successful.

6. Conclusion
For more than 20 years, the centre of attention of urban
planning has been pedestrians because of the rapid evolution
of socio-economic, local and regional factors in western
society. The literature has focused on analysing the existing
relation between pedestrian volume and environmental
variables from the objective point of view, but has neglected
the subjective perspective. Since 2010, researchers have
centred on explaining the subjective reasons that lead
someone to have a given perception of the area they move
through. If more people move along a given street, it will
have a knock-on effect that will favour more people coming,
which will imply greater commercial activity. Although
many variables have been considered in the literature, it
is necessary to reduce variables to leave only the most
significant ones by multivariable or stepwise methods, or
principal component analyses, to meet certain goals and to
obtain feasible solutions.
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This article aimed to collect the main variables that
significantly affect population movements and to analyse
which ones need to be promoted according to the study
area’s commercial level. The difficulty of this analysis lies
in data collection because the considered variables are both
qualitative and quantitative. This means that some involve
conducting surveys, while others are manually applied.
Nonetheless, commercial density, connectivity group
variables and street characteristics require other reliable
measurement techniques that indicate up-to-date data, which
is why GIS-based spatial data were employed. We herein
opted to employ Goolzoom with access to the Ministry of
the Exchequer database. When considering the defined study
area, more than 14,000 urban references with many urban
data were obtained, including those herein defined.
To make the subsequent data analysis easier, all the data
were grouped into streets to work with fewer independent
variables. If streets had more than one measurement point,
urban references were divided into blocks of numbers
and were averaged to obtain the measurement points
contemplated in the mathematical model. After generating
the mathematical model’s generic expression, stepwise
multiple linear regression was applied to not only obtain
this model’s coefficients, but also its individual and overall
significance values.
According to our results, we can state that the stepwise
linear regression model reduced the number of significant
variables in all cases. Of the three linear models proposed
in each commercial area, that obtained for the tertiary area
offered the best fit (R2 = 68.3%). Conversely, the same
cannot be stated of the secondary area given the variability
of the existing data. Calculation problems arose in the prime
area because, if only one measurement point was taken in
prime areas, the model gave a significant result above 0.05
and did not explain the dependent variable. However, the
proposed methodology allowed data to be grouped into
intervals of 100 m, 75 m and 50 m which, in turn, allowed
the number of measuring points to be increased. After a few
attempts, we concluded that a minimum 50-metre distance
made the prime streets model explanatory. Finally, we
concluded that connectivity and urban furnishings in prime
areas, the presence of bars and offices in secondary areas,
and connectivity, residential density and mixed land uses
in tertiary areas are key factors that should be taken into
account when planning the studied areas in the future.
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